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Abstract. In recent years we have witnessed an increasing interest in
applying Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) to improve the rate-distortion
performance in image compression. However, the existing approaches either train a post-processing DNN on the decoder side, or propose learning
for image compression in an end-to-end manner. This way, the trained
DNNs are required in the decoder, leading to the incompatibility to the
standard image decoders (e.g., JPEG) in personal computers and mobiles. Therefore, we propose learning to improve the encoding performance with the standard decoder. In this paper, We work on JPEG
as an example. Specifically, a frequency-domain pre-editing method is
proposed to optimize the distribution of DCT coefficients, aiming at
facilitating the JPEG compression. Moreover, we propose learning the
JPEG quantization table jointly with the pre-editing network. Most importantly, we do not modify the JPEG decoder and therefore our approach is applicable when viewing images with the widely used standard JPEG decoder. The experiments validate that our approach successfully improves the rate-distortion performance of JPEG in terms of
various quality metrics, such as PSNR, MS-SSIM and LPIPS. Visually,
this translates to better overall color retention especially when strong
compression is applied.
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Introduction

The past decades have witnessed the increasing popularity of transmitting images over the Internet, while also the typical image resolution has become larger.
Therefore, improving the performance of image compression is essential for the
efficient transmission of images over the band-limited Internet. In recent years,
there has been an increasing interest in employing Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
into image compression frameworks to improve the rate-distortion performance.
Specifically, some works, e.g., [12, 36, 40, 28, 42], apply DNNs to reduce the compression artifacts on the decoder side. Other works, e.g., [32, 4, 5, 22, 19, 15], proposed learning for image compression with end-to-end DNNs and advance the
state-of-the-art performance of image compression. However, each of these approaches requires a specifically trained decoder (post-processing DNNs or the
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Fig. 1: The overview of the proposed approach. In this paper,
element-wise multiplication.
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DNN-based decoder), and therefore cannot be supported by the commonly used
image viewers in computers and mobiles. Such incompatibility reduces the practicability of these approaches.
To overcome this shortcoming, this paper proposes adopting deep learning
strategies to optimize the handcrafted image encoder without modification in the
decoder side. We work on the most commonly used image compression standard
JPEG [34] as an example. Our approach improves the rate-distortion performance of JPEG while ensuring that the bitstreams are decodable by the standard JPEG decoder. As such, it is compatible with all image viewers in personal
computers and mobiles. To be specific, as shown in Figure 1, we propose preediting the input image in the frequency domain by a learned attention map. The
attention map learns to weight the DCT coefficients to facilitate the compression
of the input image. Moreover, we propose learning the quantization table in the
JPEG encoder. Unlike the standard JPEG that uses hand-crafted quantization
tables, we propose jointly optimizing them with the attention network for ratedistortion performance. Note that, since the DCT transform is differentiable,
we build a differentiable JPEG pipeline during training, and thus the proposed
attention network and the learnable quantization table can be jointly trained in
an end-to-end manner.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as:
1. We propose improving the rate-distortion performance by optimizing the
JPEG encoder in the frequency domain and keep the standard JPEG decoder.
2. We propose an attention network which learns to facilitate the JPEG compression by editing the DCT coefficients.
3. We propose a learnable quantization table which can be jointly optimized
with the attention network towards the rate-distortion performance in an
end-to-end manner.
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Related work

During the past a few years, plenty of works apply DNNs to improve the performance of image compression. Among them, [12, 13, 36, 40, 28, 20, 10, 39, 38, 37]
proposed post-processing DNNs to enhance the compressed image without bitrate overhead, thus improving the rate-distortion performance. For example,
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Dong et al. [12] proposed a four-layer DNN to reduce the compression artifacts
of JPEG. Later, Guo et al. [13] and Wang et al. [36] designed the advanced
post-processing network based on the prior knowledge of the JPEG algorithm.
Afterwards, DnCNN [40] and Memnet [28] were proposed for various restoration
tasks, including the enhancement of JPEG images. Meanwhile, some approaches
aim at the post-processing of the images compressed by the HEVC [27] intra
mode, e.g., Dai et al. [10], DS-CNN-I [39] and QE-CNN-I [38]. Most recently,
Xing et al. [37] proposed a dynamic DNN to blindly enhance the images compressed with different quality, and showed the effectiveness on both JPEG- and
HEVC-compressed images.
Besides, there is more and more interest in training end-to-end DNNs for
learned image compression [32, 33, 2, 30, 4, 5, 23, 22, 21, 16, 19, 15]. For instance, a
compressive auto-encoder is proposed in [30], which achieves comparable performance with JPEG 2000 [26]. Then, in [4] and [7], Balle et al. proposed jointly
training the auto-encoder with the factorized and hyperpior entropy model, respectively. Meanwhile, Fabian et al. [22] adopted a 3D-CNN to learn the conditional probability of the elements in latent representations. Later, the hierarchical prior [23] and the context adaptive [19] entropy models were proposed, and
successfully outperform the latest image compression standard BPG [8]. Most recently, the coarse-to-fine entropy model was proposed in [15] to fully explore the
spatial redundancy and achieves the state-of-the-art learned image compression
performance. Moreover, several approaches [32, 33, 16] proposed recurrently encoding the residual to compress images at various bit-rates with a single learned
model.
However, all aforementioned approaches utilize the trained DNNs at the decoder side, and therefore they are incompatible with the standard image decoders
which are widely used in personal computers and mobiles. This limits their applicability in practical scenarios. To overcome this shortcoming, this paper proposes
improving rate-distortion performance without modifying the standard JPEG
decoder. As far as we know, Talebi et al. [29] is the only work on pre-editing
before JPEG compression, which trains a DNN in the pixel domain before the
JPEG encoder to pre-edit input images. Different from [29], we propose learning
to improve the JPEG encoder in the frequency domain, i.e., learning an attention map to apply spatial weighting to the DCT coefficients and learning the
quantization tables to optimize rate-distortion performance.

3
3.1

The Proposed Approach
The JPEG Algorithm

We first briefly introduce the JPEG algorithm. The first step in JPEG compression is to convert the input image from the RGB color space to the YCbCr
colorspace. Next, the image is divided into blocks of 8 × 8 pixels which we index
by (n, m) ∈ [1, N ]×[1, M ]. Each block is then transformed through the (forward)
discrete cosine transform ((F)DCT) into frequency space. We denote the DCT
coefficients of block (n, m) for the luminance channel Y with F(Y ) [n, m] ∈ R8×8
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Blocking
f2R

a 2 [0, 1]32⇥32⇥128
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Unblocking
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f̂ 2 R32⇥32⇥8⇥8⇥3

<latexit sha1_base64="ARGUPK+8J22qyofnSZDe7frdzU4=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="MrR+NlrHeOKY1LZWgCUHS27B54s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WsHAjwMk/zS4o6J5+WTzjhbmWGc=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="lJns0jYTbn+ps2onkiqjkb7l1ac=">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</latexit>

x̂ 2 R256⇥256⇥3

<latexit sha1_base64="CO6nM9SIEI/5+XFXmGq2GpSjM/Q=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="6Rx3/rbOQvY6r2q9eVKxG4/HCmk=">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</latexit>

FDCT

IDCT

<latexit sha1_base64="ln3gECDDA0CGUaCoIv4n4b1HyoQ=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="hGSaAHzhVcTTM+wV22gBvIPEwGc=">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</latexit>

Reshape(32,32,8,8,2)
<latexit sha1_base64="v1jHAqd/KsxLA45oZ20H4l40e/s=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="duQiRWLVOg+6R55+dYivhZbAt8M=">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</latexit>

(L)

<latexit sha1_base64="PTZEm1MoyCjQ1fm8Frmvgdn8DVM=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="K1DT/VoPKqFyhpfUSBbfzNBxAxA=">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</latexit>

(C)

A✓ , A✓

F 2 R32⇥32⇥8⇥8⇥3

<latexit sha1_base64="mK7TyeST7nIxTR36Kn+rUQYaUmM=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="4UPu77L9dT8TQHBPAbs2Cnm/bLM=">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</latexit>

F̂ 2 R32⇥32⇥8⇥8⇥3

2 [0, 1]32⇥32⇥8⇥8
<latexit sha1_base64="45EOc7Vf3S/CyrLrl19k4K/Ppqs=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="VyQC2edOhbu5geb8qEBhc9ZfEcU=">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</latexit>

1
·

(L)

(C)

Q✓ , Q✓
<latexit sha1_base64="EX9O/zlXMW4Wk31QdNeJF7gZqqc=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 2: Network architecture of the proposed solution

and accordingly for channels Cb, Cr. Subsequently, the DCT coefficients are
quantized using two quantization tables: Q(L) for the luminance channel Y and
Q(C) for the chrominance channels Cb, Cr. Quantization is applied through elementwise division by the quantization table followed by the rounding function,
i.e. for a block in the Y channel:
$
'
(Y )
Fu,v
(Y )
Ẑu,v =
for u, v ∈ [1, 8]
(1)
(L)
Qu,v
Finally, the quantized DCT coefficients are encoded by lossless entropy coding
resulting in the compressed image file that also stores the quantization tables.
3.2

Proposed Network Architecture

In Fig. 2, we show a graphical representation summarizing the input-output
flow of our proposed architecture. As Fig. 2 shows, we propose an attention
network to pre-edit the input image in the frequency domain by weighting the
DCT coefficients, and propose learning the quantization table jointly with the
attention network. To optimize our DNN-based approach on the JPEG encoder,
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we adopt the differentiable JPEG encoder-decoder pipeline as introduced by Shin
et al. [24]. In particular this pipeline leaves out the non-differentiable entropy
coding and decoding because it is lossless and does not impact the reconstruction
loss. Additionally, the rounding operation in the quantization step is replaced
by a differentiable 3rd order approximation:
bxeapprox = bxe + (bxe − x)3 .

(2)

In our implementation we use this approximation to backpropagate the gradient and use true rounding in forward evaluation. We can summarize our differentiable encoder-decoder architecture by defining the encoder and decoder
functions as:
Ẑ = Eθ (x),

x̂ = Dθ (Ẑ) =⇒

x̂ = Dθ (Eθ (x)).

(3)

where x is the RGB input image, x̂ is the reconstructed RGB output image and
Ẑ are the quantized DCT coefficients.
Image Editing through Attention. We propose a novel approach to preediting the image before quantization to improve the compression quality. [29]
has shown that an image smoothing network before compressing the image improves the compression performance. We also employ a smoothing mechanism
that acts on the DCT coefficients directly. We use a parallel branch in the architecture shown in Fig. 2 that extracts image features from the original image
using a pre-trained version of VGG-19, which is a 19 layer variant of the VGG
network [25]. In particular we use the output of the third 2 × 2 max-pooling
layer that has 256 channels. Note that after three max-pooling operations the
spatial resolution of the image is reduced by a factor of 8. Recalling that each
8 × 8 block after the FDCT is represented by 64 DCT coefficients, we can just
interpret the DCT coefficients as subchannels to each Y, Cr, Cb channel and get
a feature map with the same spatial dimensions as the third layer VGG feature
map. We then use a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to reduce the channel dimension to
128. By using a sigmoid activation we limit the outputs to the range [0, 1] ⊂ R.
Now we reshape the 128 output channels to a 8 × 8 × 2 tensor for each block.
We split this tensor into 2 giving us the attention tensors for luminance and
chrominance for all N · M blocks:
A(L) ∈ {x ∈ R | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1}N ×M ×8×8 ,

A(C) ∈ {x ∈ R | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1}N ×M ×8×8 .

(4)

We now multiply each DCT coefficient by its importance score in Eq. (5) before
we apply the learnable quantization table.
Learnable quantization table. In the following, we use the differentiable
(L)
(C)
JPEG pipeline to learn the quantization tables by introducing Qθ and Qθ
as optimization variables. We use the subscript θ to indicate that this quantity
is learned. We limit the value range of the quantization tables to [1, 255] by
specifying a clipping function that adjusts the range after an optimization step.
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Using the Hadamard product
can be summarized as:
$

for ease of notation, the proposed approach

Ẑ(Y ) [n, m] = F(Y ) [n, m]

'
A(L) [n, m]

(L)
Q̄θ
approx

$

'

Ẑ(Cr) [n, m] = F(Cr) [n, m]

A(C) [n, m]

(C)

Q̄θ

approx

$
Ẑ

(Cb)

(5)

'
(Cb)

[n, m] = F

[n, m]

(C)

A

[n, m]

(C)
Q̄θ
approx

with Q̄(L)
u,v

for n ∈ [1, N ], m ∈ [1, M ],
1
1
= (L) , Q̄(C)
, for u, v ∈ [1, 8].
u,v =
(C)
Qu,v
Qu,v

It is important to understand that this modification is not recoverable in the
decoder. Multiplying the DCT coefficients by a number smaller or equal to 1
acts like a frequency filter. Typically, higher frequencies get suppressed more so
we get a low-pass filter. By distributing the attention weights across the spatial
dimension and the DCT-coefficient dimension we get a smoothing filter that is
adaptive spatially and across different frequencies. The big advantage of using
such an attention mechanism instead of a feedforward smoothing network is
that we can control the flow of information by limiting the norm of the attention
maps. Note that, to get the final JPEG image for evaluation, we perform the
entropy coding step with the default Huffman tables used for JPEG.
3.3

Evaluation Metrics

A widely used metric for measuring image similarity is the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) that can be converted to the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) on a
logarithmic scale. Similarly to [9] we define the MSE and PSNR for the tensors
x, x̂ ∈ X of arbitrary dimension:
1 X
(xp − x̂p )2
|P|
p∈P


2552
PSNR(x, x̂) = 10 log10
MSE(x, x̂)
MSE(x, x̂) =

where P is the set of pixel indices and xp , x̂p ∈ [0, 255],

(6)
∀p ∈ P.

To better represent local statistics we also use the Multi-Scale Structural Similarity (MS-SSIM) [35] with its default implementation tf.image.ssim multiscale
in Tensorflow. With deep neural networks dominating computer vision tasks,
Zhang et al. [41] have developed the Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity
(LPIPS) metric that leverages the power of deep features to judge image similarity. We use the version of this metric that is based on AlexNet [18] features.
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For measuring the strength of the compression we define the bit rate in bits per
pixel as:
 
bit
file size [bit]
BPP
=
.
(7)
px
total number of pixels [px]
3.4

Formulation of the Loss

Optimizing a compression task has to tackle the fundamental balance between
quality and file size that we introduced as the rate-distortion tradeoff. For the
RGB input image x and the reconstructed RGB image x̂, given the learned
parameters θ, our loss function has the general form:
L(x, x̂; θ) = λ · d(x, x̂) + r(x, x̂; θ),

with x, x̂ ∈ {t ∈ R | 0 ≤ t ≤ 255}8N ×8M ×3 ,

λ ∈ R+ ,

(8)

where we call r(x, x̂; θ) the rate loss and d(x, x̂) the distortion loss. The parameter
λ determines the ratio of the two major loss terms and hence balances distortion
and rate. Usually the network is trained for several values of λ to obtain a ratedistortion curve.
Distortion Loss. The distortion loss measures how close the reconstructed
image is to the original image. We use the combination of the fidelity loss MSE
Eq. (11) and the perceptual loss LPIPS:
d(x, x̂) = MSE(x, x̂) + γ · LPIPS(x, x̂)

(9)

where we introduce γ as the LPIPS loss weight.
Rate Loss. The final bit per pixel rate that determines the file size of the
JPEG file is proportional to the discrete entropy of the quantized DCT coefficients, given that the consecutive Huffman encoding is optimal. Because of the
previously mentioned differentiability issue, we cannot directly add the entropy
as a loss term to be minimized. Instead, [29] uses the differentiable entropy estimator proposed in [6] that relies on a continuous density estimator explained
in the appendix of [7]. Using this estimator to optimize our learned JPEG architecture did not result in improved performance over the standard JPEG. We
hence propose a novel formulation of the rate loss that is entirely regularization
based:
(L)

(C)

(L)

(C)

r(x; θ) = α(kQ̄θ k1 + kQ̄θ k1 ) + β(mean(Aθ (x)) + mean(Aθ (x)))

(10)

with the mean function:
mean(A) =

1 X
Ap ,
|P|
p∈P

(11)
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where P is the index set over all entries in the tensor A. The intuition behind
this is that large quantization values reduce the entropy monotonically. It is
important to note that these loss terms are only related to the reduction in
entropy and not the entropy itself. For optimization with gradient descent, a
constant offset of the true entropy does not affect the gradient as it vanishes in
the derivative. We denote the attention maps as functions of x here to point out
that they are input dependent, the quantization tables on the other hand are
not a function of the input.
Based on Eq. (3) and the loss definitions above we can formulate the optimization objective as:
min L(x, Dθ (Eθ (x)); θ).
(12)
θ

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

The learned JPEG network is trained on the dataset provided by Hasinoff et
al. [14]. It consists of 3640 HDR image bursts with a resolution of 12 megapixels.
For training we use the merged HDR images provided in the dataset. We extract
image patches of size 256 that are obtained from randomly cropping. We evaluate
our model on the Kodak dataset [1], consisting of 24 uncompressed images of
size 768 × 512. Additionally, we evaluate on the DIV2K [3, 31] validation set that
contains 100 high quality images with 2040 pixels along the long edge.
4.2

Training Procedure

The Tensorflow implementation of our model is trained using gradient descent
with the Adam [17] optimizer. The learning rate was set to 10−6 . We use a
batch size of 8 throughout the experiments. During training, the rate distortion
parameter λ is varied in the interval [10−4 , 10−1 ]. For any choice of λ, the network
is trained for 20000 steps. We used GPU based training on the NVIDIA TITAN
X as well as the NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti for training in most experiments. For the
single image training we used the NVIDIA TESLA P100.
The VGG layers of the attention network are initialized using weights from
pretraining on ImageNet [11] and refined during training. The 1×1 convolutional
layer is initialized with the Glorot uniform initializer. The quantization tables
optimization variables are initialized uniformly in the interval [1s, 2s] and are
limited to the range [1s, 255s] where s > 0 is a scaling factor, which we set to
s = 10−5 . The final quantization tables are calculated by multiplying with s−1 .
This choice was made because the quantization tables are trained jointly with
the neural network weights which generally have a much smaller magnitude.
The introduced scaling factor makes up for that difference in magnitude and
allows all parameters to be updated with the same optimizer and learning rate.
Alternatively, one could use a separate optimizer with an adjusted learning rate
to only train the quantization tables.
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Fig. 3: Metrics comparison for learned quantization tables (Q-tables only) against
learned quantization tables together with attention (Q-tables + Attention) and
the JPEG baseline.

4.3

Comparison of the Proposed Solution to JPEG

We use the Python package Pillow to interface the standard JPEG encoder
libjpeg. We compute the JPEG baseline by compressing the test images for
quality factors in [1, 90]. We do not use any chroma subsampling and use default
Huffman tables for entropy coding.
It is important to note that the plots used for comparison are averaged as
follows: The model trained for a certain rate-distortion parameter λ is evaluated
on the whole test set. We average the bpp as well as the results for each metric
over the test set. This gives us one data point per λ which we present in the
plot. In Fig. 3, we show the performance of learning the quantization tables with
and without the attention based editing. We set the hyperparameters to α = 10,
β = 1, γ = 500 which achieve the best results in our experiments.
Generally, we see a clear performance increase over the JPEG baseline for
both configurations at bpp < 0.4. The advantage in PSNR when using the attention network shows in the lowest bit per pixel range where the smoothing
allows to further reduce the file size. In Fig. 4, we can see a side-by-side comparison of multiple images compressed with either the standard JPEG encoder,
our proposed encoder with trained quantization tables or our proposed encoder
with trained quantization tables and attention based editing. The most notable
difference is that JPEG performs clearly worse in terms of color accuracy. The
addition of the attention network helps retain better color, especially at lower
bpp with only slightly sacrificing detail. At higher bpp, i.e., in the third im-
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Fig. 4: Comparison of compressed image output from the JPEG baseline and
our proposed solution for learning only the quantization tables (Q-tables only)
or learning the quantization tables jointly with the attention map (Q-tables +
Attention).

age, the visual quality is similar as without attention but the achieved bitrate is
lower.

4.4

Evaluation of our Rate Loss as a Proxy of BPP

Since we cannot use the true bits per pixel of an image in the optimization
we propose an alternative rate loss in Eq. (10). For the evaluation we use a
model trained with the hyperparameters α = 10, β = 1, γ = 500. In Fig. 5, we
show the rate loss components and the combination of both for the DIV2K and
Kodak dataset. Except for one outlier in the attention map loss, both components
show a monotonically increasing curve, hence they are suitable to be used as a
proxy to the true bit rate. Combining both loss terms with the weights α = 10,
β = 1 it is evident that the final rate loss used for optimization is dominated by
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Fig. 5: Comparing our proposed rate loss to the true bpp. The loss terms are
combined with the weights α = 10 (Q-tables), β = 1 (attention maps).

(a) original

(b) luminance attention map

(c) chrominance attention map

(d) smoothed

(e) JPEG (0.337 bpp)

(f) ours (0.321 bpp)

Fig. 6: Visualizing attention maps and smoothing output.

the quantization table loss. We choose so because the majority of the entropy
reduction should be achieved through the quantization tables.
4.5

Impact of the Attention Network

In this section we want to visually show the effect of attention based editing
to interpret its benefits. We use the network with attention trained with α =
10, β = 1, γ = 500 and evaluate without rounding in the quantization step to
only show the modifications through the attention maps. For visualization of the
attention maps we average over all 8 × 8 DCT frequencies and show the spatial
dimensions. For better visibility we also normalize the attention maps.
Looking at Fig. 6d shows the smoothed output of the attention based editing. We can generally see that fine details are reduced while strong edges are
retained. Fig. 6b shows the attention map for the luminance channel and we can
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Fig. 7: Ablation study for varying the LPIPS loss weight γ ∈ {0, 50, 500, 5000}.
see that prominent edges (e.g. roof line) and textures (e.g. text on the building) get a higher attention score. Areas in the background and planes with few
contrast edges get assigned a lower importance and are smoothed more. In the
chrominance attention map in Fig. 6c we do not see any spatial adaptation.
Comparing the final compression result of our network to the JPEG baseline
shows that there is slightly less detail in the letter on the building, however
overall the image looks more pleasing with significantly better color retention.
The benefit of the smoothing is that the quantization table can contain smaller
values while still achieving similar bit rates. Smaller quantization table values
translate to more levels in the image that overall leads to better colors.
4.6

Impact of the Perceptual Loss

In this experiment we show how the addition of a perceptual loss term effects
the compression performance. Setting the hyperparameter of the perceptual loss
to γ = 500 leads to an approximately even loss contribution of MSE and LPIPS.
Setting γ = 50, 5000 we put less or more emphasis on the LPIPS loss term. The
other weight hyperparameters stay as before: α = 10, β = 1.
When looking at Fig. 7 we do not see a big difference in performance between
setting the LPIPS weight to γ = 0, γ = 50 or γ = 500. The general trend we see
is that higher γ show a sweet spot between 0.25-0.3 bpp, but have slightly worse
performance on the low and high end of the reported range. This is especially
visible for γ = 5000. When comparing the image output in Fig. 8, we see the
best detail retention and color reproduction in the wheel for γ = 50 and γ = 500.
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Fig. 8: Visual quality at different LPIPS weights (cropped view).

Both have clearly less color artifacts than the JPEG baseline. This is especially
visible around the tires where the JPEG baseline produces purple color artifacts.
For γ = 5000 we see a slightly worse performance than for a lower settings of γ.
Although the image looks slightly sharper, the blockiness is also more apparent.
4.7

Refinement on Kodak

In a further experiment we started off with the network with attention that was
already trained on the Hasinoff [14] dataset with the hyperparameters set to
α = 10, β = 1, γ = 500. We use images 13-24 from the Kodak [1] dataset to
train the network for another 10000 steps, resulting in 30000 steps in total. This
is done for each setting of the tradeoff parameter λ. The testing is performed on
images 1-12 in the dataset.
The goal of refining the network on part of the test set, is to see how much the
compression performance benefits when the distribution of train and test images
is closer. In other words, large improvements suggest that the network does
not generalize well from the Hasinoff [14] to the Kodak [1] dataset. Comparing
the metrics shown in Fig. 9 we see almost no improvement at low bit rates.
At higher bit rates, the network benefits increasingly from the refinement. This
is especially visible in the MS-SSIM metric. After the refinement, the network
achieves similarity metrics that are roughly equal to the JPEG baseline above 0.4
bpp, whereas previously the performance was inferior for these higher bitrates.
4.8

Single Image Optimization

In this experiment we explore the limit of the achievable compression of our
network with attention by optimizing it for each individual test image. We do
so by following the same training procedure as usual but since we only have a
single image in the training set, we use a batch size of 1 and train directly on the
full image (without random cropping as before).We keep all hyperparameters the
same as for the refinement. In total we train our model for 6 values of the tradeoff
parameter λ ∈ [10−3 , 10−1 ] for each of the 24 images in the Kodak dataset. This
results in a total of 144 models that we then evaluate for the particular image
that each model was trained on. As before we average the measured metrics over
each setting of λ to get an overall rate-distorion curve.
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Fig. 9: Comparing the rate-distortion performance of our solution when refined
on part of the Kodak test set and when trained for single images.

Looking at the result shown in Fig. 9 shows that the networks trained on
single images outperform the refined and unrefined network at bit rates larger
than 0.3 bpp as to be expected. For very low bit rates all three approaches
perform roughly the same. These findings support the belief that the worse
performance of the normal model at higher bit rates, stems from the lack of
generalization. In fact, training and testing on single images does not require
any generalization at all, explaining the higher scores.

5

Conclusion

We have shown in our experiments that our approach to improving JPEG encoding through attention based smoothing and learned quantization tables leads to
better compression for low bit rates in terms of absolute deviation (MSE, PSNR)
and perceptual metrics (LPIPS, MS-SSIM). Most importantly, the improvemed
encoder remains entirely compatible with any standard JPEG decoder. Working
at low bit rates, our solution still produces significant blocking artifacts that are
simply inherent to the JPEG algorithm and cannot be avoided. We were however
able to retain significantly better colors than the standard JPEG implemention.
We have also shown that we can achieve this improvements without directly estimating the entropy of the DCT coefficients, but by regularizing the attention
maps and the learned quantization tables. Our experiments on optimizing for
single images have shown that individually learned quantization tables perform
better at bit rates higher than 0.35. As a possible extension of our approach we
suggest to additionally learn a network predicting the quantization tables for
each image individually instead of learning global quantization tables that work
for all images. This would make the quantization tables adaptive to each image,
while the compression can still be done in a single forward evaluation.
Improving compression quality at low bit rates is relevant to all areas that
require very small image files. A possible application are websites where the
content should be loaded as fast as possible even when the internet connection
is slow. The proposed solution can also be used to render previews that are
updated with a higher quality version once they are fully loaded.
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